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Next year, Rossina•1i, the family-owned luxury yacht builder 

in Viareggio, Italy, opens its first U.S. showroom in Miami. 

Company COO and second-generation scion Federico Rossi 

discusses the rarified v1orld of all-custom megayach,s and 

his shipyard's expanding role in it. 
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From top: The Endeavour II, a megayacht built by Rossinavi. 

Federico Rossi, the company's COO. 
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What made yau Did you always know technology, we are 
Clockwise from top left: 

Endeavour II's VIP cabin, 
decide tq open a you'd go into the also investigating new 

designed by Achille Sa/vagni. 
U.S. location now? "family business" conceptual models 

The ship's rnmpanionway, In the last three years, of shipbuilding? of boats. We push 

bordered by nickel- and we have seen significant I have many passions boundaries to meet the 

silver-finished wood panels. interest in our shipyard and interests, including demands of discerning 

The 50-meter yacht's and vessels from the U.S. motorbikes. But I and savvy clients. 
exterior, designed by Enrirn market. Already this year, have grown up in this 
Gabbi. The main salon, 
with rnttan ceiling panels. 

we have delivered one business, and my whole Are mare clients 

Another rnmpanianway, yacht to an American family is involved in wanting to be involved 

with limestone treads and client, and another one is different aspects of in the design of their 

mirrored risers. in construction for 2020 building the company. vessel? 

delivery. So the timing Since each of our 

was right for us to ex- What new technala· superyachts is fully 

pand our presence into gies are transforming custom, our clients are 

North America. We plan luxury shipbuilding? closely involved in the 

to open our Miami In addition to 3-D design and development. 

showroom in 2019. cutting and zero-noise Even though our 

reputation has been built 
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"must," especially for 
U.S. clients. Recently, 

Europeans have been 

asking for a beach area 

cockpit; in that case, 

we are creating new 

volumetric spaces at the 

stern side of the boat. In 

contrast, U.S. customers 

are more interested in a 

large beach club space, 

and accordingly we 

have engineered new 

platforms or hatches to 

extend the length of the 

sun-bathing area near 

water level. and again at 

the stern side of the boat. 

We have also received 

requests for pools with 

water in continuous 

circulation, so clients 

can swim train. For U.S. 

clients, "evolved" forms 

of pools are a real trend, 

as is the demand for 

more than one pool. We 

have projects with three 

or more pools or Jacuzzis 

all over the external 

spaces! 

Achille Sa/vagni is a 

frequent collaborator. 

What do you like most 

about his aesthetic or 

process? 

Achille is a talented 

designer with a great 

sense of culture, and a 

master of understanding 

how to synthesize the 

client's wishes and the 

builder-side needs. 

What makes a 

Rossinavi yacht-and 

working with your 

company-unique? 

Because we are a fully 

custom shipbuilder and 

make each superyacht in 

Viareggio, clients can 

work directly with the 

company on every aspect 

of their vessel. Our clients 

are some of the most 

discerning people in the 

world. They have access 

to everything. We say 

that real luxury is having 

the shipyard at the 

complete disposal of the 

client.-len Renzi 
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